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Overview of this lesson pack: 

Name of the activity The acceleration of subatomic particles   

Topics introduced 
Fundamental Forces, Magnetic and Electric Fields,CERN, 

How to accelerate particles  

Curriculum Connection 

Subject and learning goals: 
ROMÂNIA; Yes 
                 Based on romanian curriculum  

● negative/positive charge 6th grade 

● mechanics: velocity , acceleration, forces (6th,9th grade),  energy (7th, 9th 

grade=1st grade high school) 

● magnets and magnetic fields ,electromagnetism (8th,10th grade=2nd grade high 

school) 

● Introduction  to modern physics, quantum mechanics, nuclear force, radioactive 

decay, atomic model, elementar particles (12th grade high school=4  grade high 

school) 
STUDENTS PROJECTS : “ The applications of particle accelerators”: 1.How do PET scans work? (Positron Emission 

Tomography);2 CERN ; 3.Hadron therapy;  4 More accelerators 5.Future accelerators…. and present to the class 

Reference Demonstrator 
How to accelerate particles link to demonstrator here    

http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=4ca172fdfc1b4609b2a637f35ed

e83a6&t=p   

Age of students 12-16 years old 

Duration 2 h 

http://www.frontiers-project.eu/demonstrators/accelerateparticles/
http://www.frontiers-project.eu/demonstrators/accelerateparticles/
http://www.frontiers-project.eu/demonstrators/accelerateparticles/
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=4ca172fdfc1b4609b2a637f35ede83a6&t=p
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=4ca172fdfc1b4609b2a637f35ede83a6&t=p


Overview of this lesson pack: 

Type of activity Problem-based learning/ Inquiry 

Description of  

teacher  activities 

Teacher  activities: 

Activity 1: Part1 Protons Accelerate in LHC and Collide in ATLAS  

The teacher shows a video to the class, presenting what a particle accelerator is and how it works. 

link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo 

Part2 : The teacher updates the information about the electric and magnetic forces and determines the 

role of these forces for accelerating particles. 

Activity 2: A guided-inquiry activity.  

The teacher shows a GIF about the linear accelerator and it’s workings. 

Activity3: The teacher shows a picture with the circular accelerator and it’s workings and 

compares both accelerators. 

Activity 4: The teacher uses the LHC game in CERNland http://www.cernland.net/ by splitting the students 

into teams.The game opens in Chrome with Flash player. The teachers asks the class questions and 

discusses with them the video they’ve seen  

link http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-

bUa2QxrrvYI0A 

Activity 5: The teacher shows the class a video about how the LHC accelerator works with. 
The teachers asks questions and discusses with them the video they’ve seen 

 

FINAL:The teacher makes a list with applications of the particle accelarator and gives the students the 

topics for projects to be presented in the next meeting.  and... 

invited the students TO REFLECT ON: It was good to...It was difficult to...It was interesting to...What 

could be changed was ...I think that ... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo
http://www.cernland.net/
http://www.cernland.net/
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A


Overview of this lesson pack: 

Description of  

students activities 

Student activities: 

Activity 1: Part1 :Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo 

The students listen to the teacher’s explanation regarding the phenomenons shown in the video and answer 

several questions 

 Part2: The students observe at the picture the way in which same sign and opposite sign particles 

interact 

Activity 2 : The students are guided by the teacher with the use of questions to discover the way in which the 

particles move in the accelerator 

Activity 3: The students can make a list with the similarities and differences between the two types of 

accelerators. They also realize the benefits of using the circular accelerator 

Activity 4: The students can explore the Control Center and learn about how an accelerator works with the 

game/virtual visit at CERN http://www.cernland.net/They debate the concepts and ideas displayed link 

http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-

bUa2QxrrvYI0A 

Activity 5: The students look at the video about how the LHC accelerator works with. And 

after that they discusses with teacher about the video. 

Equipment requirements PC with internet connection to introduce games. Open the LHC game using the Chrome browser 

and download the Adobe Flash 

Prior knowledge for students 

● Electromagnetic forces 

● Structure and particles of the atom (from physics and chemistry) 

● Basic electrostatics – like and unlike charges 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR3P2NJHeuSaILwn6TKghEW95bxIfkQ_COMZkyKuyJu3vaQc4HfsdMf6l7Y
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR3P2NJHeuSaILwn6TKghEW95bxIfkQ_COMZkyKuyJu3vaQc4HfsdMf6l7Y
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A


Background and overview of the  
How to accelerate particles 
demonstrator: 
                       

This exercise in an introduction to particle accelerators and high 

energy physics. The focus of the exercise is the world’s most 

powerful accelerator, the LHC, which is located at CERN. Students 

learn about how it accelerates, bends and focuses proton beams 

and how it makes sure that the protons collide inside one of the four 

detectors located on its circumference.  

To emphasise what they’ve learned after the lesson, the students 

play a game in which they have to apply what they’ve learned in a 

‘virtual accelerator’. 



Presentation for 
students 

Teacher guidelines can be found in the notes 
attached to each slide 



How to accelerate particles  

Learning intentions: 

Students should be able to : 
                                      

● Recognize various types of forces 

● Explain how electric fields can be used to accelerate 

particles 

● Explain how magnetic fields can direct particles in the LHC 

● Describe how the LHC accelerates particles 

● List practical uses of the  accelerator 

http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A


 

Activity 1:  part 1 Protons Accelerate in LHC and Collide in ATLAS  

 
WHAT IS A PARTICLE ACCELERATOR? 

A particle accelerator is a machine that accelerates subatomic particles, such as 
electrons or protons using high energies. On a basic level, particle accelerators 
produce beams of charged particles that can be used for a variety of research 
purposes. There are two basic types of particle accelerators: linear accelerators 
and circular accelerators. Linear accelerators propel particles along a linear, or 
straight, beam line. Circular accelerators propel particles around a circular track.  

Stanford linear accelerator 

Large Hadron Collider CERN 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ&feature=emb_logo


part 2 Question : Why do we use electric and magnetic forces for accelerating particles ? 

Answer : Keeping in mind the four fundamental forces : gravity, weak, strong 

and electromagnetic, we can observe that : 

- gravity has long range but is a weak force on atomic scale, 

- weak forces are, of course, weak and have a small range, 

- strong forces keep atomic nuclei consisting of protons and neutrons 

together, but also have a small range and cannot be controlled from the 

outside, 

- electromagnetic forces have both long range and enough power to 

interact with particles. Moreover, this kind of forces can be controlled. 

In an accelerator the electric force is used for accelerating charged particles. 

 

 
As we can observe in the 

picture, opposite sign particles 

attract and same sign particles 

reject. 



Activity 2: High-energy linear accelerators use an array of plates (or drift tubes) to which 

an alternating high-energy field is applied. As the particles approach a plate they are 

accelerated towards it by an opposite polarity charge applied to the plate. As they pass 

through a hole in the plate, the polarity is switched so that the plate now repels them and 

they are now accelerated by it towards the next plate. Normally, a stream of particle 

"bunches" are accelerated, so a carefully controlled AC voltage is applied to each plate to 

continuously repeat this process for each bunch. 

As the particles approach the speed of light, the switching rate of the electric fields 

becomes so high that they operate at radio frequencies, and so microwave cavities are 

used in higher energy machines instead of simple plates. The LHC uses microwave 

cavities. 

 

 



Activity 3: The circular accelerator, uses a 

magnetic field to force charged particles to move 

in a circle until they reach higher energies. Similar 

to the linear accelerator the particles are 

accelerated using variable electric fields, but, 

here, the particle track is bent into a circle 

using electromagnets. The advantage of circular 

accelerators over linear accelerators (linacs) is 

that the ring topology allows continuous 

acceleration, as the particle can transit 

indefinitely.  
Question : Which of the accelerators is smaller 

in size if they would have similar power? 

Answer : The circular accelerator is smaller 

because it can use its ring to accelerate by a 

circular trajectory. 

An example of the LHC is the circular accelerator 



After playing the game students will answer the following questions : 

Question : What happens if the value of the magnetic field is not optimal in the LHC? 

Answer : The magnetic field cannot bend the beam of protons and they hit the pipe. 

 

Question : How do we accelerate protons in the LHC? 

Answer :  Accelerating cavities using variable electric fields are employed. 

 

Question : Enumerate the steps needed to operate the accelerator ? 

Answer :  Step1 : accelerating using the cavities 

                Step2 : bending to circular orbits using the magnets 

                Step3 : Focusing the proton beam 

Activity 4 : LHC game in CERNland http://www.cernland.net/ .The game Open it Chrome 

with Flash player,the teachers asks the class questions and discusses with them the 

video they’ve seen  

Perform investigation using the LHC Game 

http://www.cernland.net/
http://www.cernland.net/?fbclid=IwAR0j_aHp_798Rn5H0EIhN29mpeH7BfXeJ9NiqnMbKRyYZ-bUa2QxrrvYI0A


Upon viewing the animation we can derive some questions about the LHC. 

Question : what is the role of the booster and why is the initial beam of the protons 

separated in multiple beams ? 

Answer : the booster is the initial accelerator and the separation of beams exists 

as the principal use of the accelerator, namely collision experiments. Moreover, 

as a fact, the accelerator is a particle crusher. 

Question : why do we need successive bigger circular orbits to achieve proton 

acceleration ? 

Answer : because of the relativity the mass of the proton increase fast when the 

speed approach the speed of light.. Therefore the electromangnetic energy 

transferred to the beam must be higher and higher.  

Question : Where can we obtain protons from ? 

Answer :  Protons are hydrogen atoms stripped of electrons. 

Activity 5 : In the animation below it is shown how the LHC accelerator works. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6CqmHREE1I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6CqmHREE1I


Analysis and explanation 

 

Question : Positive charged particles are attracted by negative charges and repelled by 

positive charges. Based on this information, how would you choose to accelerate protons in 

the LHC? 

 

Answer : I would use electric fields of oscillating polarity and adjust their frequency so that 

the protons would always accelerate. 

 

Question : Why did we choose to build a circular accelerator (the LHC) instead of a linear 

one? 

 

Answer : It needs to be circular for the protons to reach the desired speed. Protons have to 

go around many times until they reach the desired energy. If we tried to do the same with a 

linear accelerator it would have to be thousand kilometres long, spanning many many 

countries! 

Question : The protons in the LHC travel with a speed close to the speed of light before they 

collide. The speed of light is approximately 300000 km / s. Given the fact that the LHC is 27 

km in circumference, how many turns does a proton complete in each second? 

 

Answer : 11111 turns / second. 



The applications of particle accelerators 

                                                             STUDENTS PROJECTS :work at groups and present to the class 

● Medical Applications: The most important of all applications of particle accelerators is their application in the 

treatment or prevention of many diseases. Examples of such applications are:  

1. Isotope production for PET scans (Positron Emission Tomography) 

2. X-Ray radiotherapy 

3. Proton beam therapy 

4. Electron beam therapy 

5. Equipment sterilisation 

 

● Industrial Applications: 

1. Food irradiation 

2. Scratch resistant furniture 

 

● Energy and Security Applications: 

1. Cargo scanning 

 

● Historical and Cultural Applications: 

1. Radiocarbon dating 

2. Detecting art fraud 

3. Detecting wine fraud! 

 

● Other: 

1. Detecting stresses in airplane wings 

2. Understanding infant lung structure                                              

 



Thank you  

      for Energy , 

       

            Enthusiasm 

                             and  

                                     dedication to 

 

                                   CITIZEN SCIENCE PEOPLE   ! 

E=mc2 


